set ior fEA, ||/|[r = sup{ \f(4>)\ :<pEF}. The ^-convex hull of P, denoted yl-hull(P), is by definition {4>ES(A):\f(<t>)\g\\f\\P, allfEA}.
Fis said to be A -convex if P = ^4-hull(P). ^4-hull(P) can be identified with the spectrum of the restriction algebra CL(^4|P). If J is an ideal of A, then {<pES(A):f(<b) = 0, all fEl} is called the hull of I with respect to A, and is denoted by hullsoi) /, or simply hull-P hulls(A) I is nonempty if, and only if, I is proper, and is obviously A -convex. There is a simple way of constructing of pair of function algebras A, B which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. If A0 and A are function algebras on A = SiA), AoQA, and T is an ideal of A, we may take P = CL(^40+T). Sidney's theorem is concerned with algebras constructed in this fashion, although the algebras ^4o and A in this instance are tensor products of other function algebras.
If A and B are subalgebras of C(A) and CiY) respectively, by A®B we mean the closure in C(AX Y) of the algebra generated by functions of the form f®g, fEA, gEB, where f®gix, y)=fix)giy).
When A and B are function algebras, A®B is a function algebra on AX F and SiA®B) = SiA)XS(B). This identification leads to the construction of a whole class of nonlocal function algebras; one can show, by generalizing the proof of the nonlocalness of this algebra, that when certain simple restrictions are imposed on the constituent algebras of Sidney's theorem, the resulting algebra is nonlocal.
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